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6Evolution Strategies I:Variants and theircomputational implementationThomas B�ack1 and Hans-Paul Schwefel26.1 INTRODUCTIONThe �rst evolution strategy (ES) was developed in 1964 at the Technical University ofBerlin (TUB) by Rechenberg and Schwefel as an experimental optimization technique.First applications of the strategy dealt with problems like driving a exible pipebending or changeable nozzle contour into a shape with minimal loss of energy [KS70].This early variant of an evolution strategy, the so-called (1+1)-ES, works on thebasis of two individuals only, i.e., one parent and one descendant per generation. Thedescendant is created by applying binomially distributed variations (with expectationzero and variance �2) to the parent, and either the descendant becomes parent of thenext generation, if it is better than its parent, or the parent \survives." The (1+1)-ES was soon used also for continuous decision variables (with normally distributedvariations), the latter presently being the major application domain. Rechenberg[Rec73] developed a theory of convergence velocity for the (1+1)-ES, and deriveda rule for deterministically adapting the standard deviation of mutations accordingto the measured success frequency of mutations. According to an average of theoptimal success probabilities for two simple model functions (corridor model andsphere model), the rule was called 1/5-success rule.1 Informatik Centrum Dortmund, Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 20, 44227 Dortmund,Germany. E-mail: baeck@ls11.informatik.uni-dortmund.de2 University of Dortmund,Departmentof Computer Science, 44221Dortmund,Germany.E-mail: schwefel@ls11.informatik.uni-dortmund.deGenetic Algorithms in Engineering and Computer ScienceEditor J. P�eriaux and G. Winter c1995 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



2 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFELSoon, the (1+1)-ES was substituted, especially in computer applications, by variantswith � > 1 parents and � > 1 descendants per generation. Nevertheless, for historicaland completeness reasons, the (1+1)-ES is discussed in section 6.2 of this overview.The �rst multimembered evolution strategy, the (�+1)-ES with � > 1, alreadyintroduced the concept of recombination to form one o�spring individual from a mixof parental attributes. After mutation and �tness evaluation, the o�spring replacesthe worst parent individual if it performs better than that. Although it was neverwidely used, this strategy provided the basic idea to facilitate the transition to themodern (�+; �)-strategies, that represent the state-of-the-art [Rec94, Sch95]. In case ofa (�+�)-strategy, � parents create � descendants by recombination and mutation, andthe � best individuals out of parents plus descendants are deterministically selectedto become parents of the new generation. In case of a (�,�)-strategy, the � bestindividuals out of the descendants only form the new parent set; in this case, � � �is required, otherwise � � 1 is su�cient.Besides a population of individuals and recombination of parental information, the(�,�)-ES substitutes the deterministic step-size control by a self-adaptation processthat learns step sizes (and, optionally, covariances) on-line during the evolutionarysearch process [HB92, Sch95]. The (�+; �)-strategy is presented in detail in section 6.4of this paper.Ongoing research e�orts led to the development of a variety of special variants ofevolution strategies, e.g. for exploiting parallel hardware architectures or for solvingmultiple criteria decision making problems. A brief overview of these variants is givenin section 6.5.Finally, we conclude by outlining a proposed generalized evolution strategywhich allows for a gradual transition between (�+�)-selection and (�,�)-selectionby introducing a maximal life span � of the individuals. The contemporary(�; �; �; �)-strategy also incorporates some other features which either theoreticallyor experimentally proved to be useful extensions of the algorithm [SR95].6.1.1 NotationThroughout this paper, we assume an n-dimensional, continuous parameteroptimization problem of the formf� := f(~x�) = minff(~x) j ~x 2M � IRng ; (6.1)where M = f~x 2 IRn j gj � 0 8j 2 f1; : : : ; qgg is the set of feasible points andgj : IRn ! IR are inequality constraints. Individuals ~a 2 I are elements of an individualspace I = IRn � S, where the set S of strategy parameters depends on the kind ofevolution strategy. P (t) = f~a1; : : : ;~akg 2 Ik denotes a population1 of k 2 f�; �gindividuals at generation t, where a population is interpreted as a multiset of elementsfrom I (duplicates might occur in the population). �; � 2 IN denote the numberof parents and of descendants, respectively. The genetic operators are denoted by1 Because the cardinalityof all sets is known in advance and elementsare often consideredin a speci�c order (by objective function values) and need to be indexed, we take thefreedom to interchange vector and set notation by writing f~a1; : : : ;~akg 2 Ik (ratherthan � 2I).GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 3mappings rec : I� ! I recombinationmut : I ! I mutationselk� : Ik ! I� selection; k 2 f�; �+ �g (6.2)which also depend on additional, operator-speci�c parameters such as step lengthvariabilities �; �0; � 2 IR+ for mutation and recombination type ! 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g.A single iteration of the evolution strategy, i.e., a step from a populationP (t) towardsthe next parent population P (t+1) is modeled by the mappingoptES : I� ! I� (6.3)according to optES(P (t)) = selk�(t�i=1fmut(rec(P (t)))g tQ) (6.4)where Q 2 fP (t); ;g depends on the selection operator ((�,�)-selection: Q = ;, k = �;(�+�)-selection: Q = P (t), k = �+�), t denotes the union operator on multisets, and� = 1 is supposed to imply no recombination, i.e., rec = id.The notation z � N(�; �2) denotes a realization of a normally distributed randomvariable with expectation � and variance �2, and u � U(�) is a realization of auniformly distributed random variable (the argument is either a continuous intervalor a �nite set of values). In contrast to uniformly distributed random numbers,most programming language libraries do not provide a function to generate normallydistributed random numbers. From a pair u1; u2 � U((0; 1]) of uniformly distributedrandom numbers, however, one can easily generate two independent, normallydistributed random numbers with expectation zero and variance one according to(see [Sch95], pp. 115-116):z1 =p�2 lnu1 sin(2�u2) ; z2 =p�2 lnu1 cos(2�u2) :z1; z2 � N(0; 1) can be transformed by z0i = �izi to obtain random numbers distributedaccording to N(0; �2i ).6.2 THE (1 + 1)-EVOLUTION STRATEGYAs outlined in the introduction, the (1+1)-ES is characterized by � = � = 1, theabsence of recombination, and a deterministic rule for the modi�cation of the (oneand only) step size � for all mutations. An individual ~a = (~x; �) 2 IRn � IR+ consistsof the object variable vector ~x and one standard deviation2 �. The mutation operatoris a composition of the (deterministic) modi�cation3 mu� of � and the mutationmuxof ~x: mut = mux �mu� ; (6.5)2 We would like to add the remark that di�erent step sizes �i = � � s(0)i have alreadybeen used in the (1+1)-ES also, but the relations of all �i were �xed by the initialsettings s(0)i and only the common factor � was adapted.3 As a notational convention, we drop the use of all projections of vectors to yield singlecomponents and simply de�ne the notationf�(~x; �) = (~x; f�(�)) ; fx(~x; �) = (fx(~x); �) ;GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



4 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFELwhere ~� :=mu�(�) = 8<: �= npc ; if p > 1=5� � npc ; if p < 1=5� ; if p = 1=5 : (6.6)This de�nition reects the 1/5-success rule after Rechenberg by updating thestandard deviation � at each generation4, based on the measured relative frequencyp of successful mutations. A choice of c = 0:817 was theoretically derived by Schwefelfor the sphere model (see [Sch95], pp. 110{112).The mutation of object variables proceeds by adding normally distributed variationswith standard deviation ~� to the components of ~x:~x :=mux(~x) = (x1 + z1; : : : ; xn + zn) (6.7)where5 zi � Ni(0; ~�2). Consequently, following (6.5) one obtains mut((~x; �)) =mux(mu�(~x; �)) = mux(~x;mu�(�)) = mux(~x; ~�) = (mux(~x); ~�) = (~~x; ~~�).The o�spring individual ~~a = (~~x; ~�) and the parent ~a = (~x; �) are both involved inthe selection operator sel21 : I2 ! I, which yields a surviving individual according toan objective function value comparison of ~a and ~~a:sel21(f~a; ~~ag) = � f~~ag ; if f(~~x) � f(~x)f~ag ; otherwise : (6.8)Using these mappings, the main loop of a (1+1)-ES reduces toopt(1+1)�ES(f~ag) = sel21(fmut(~a)g t f~ag) ; (6.9)and a pseudocode description of the algorithm is given below:Algorithm 1 ((1 + 1)-ES)t := 0;initialize P (t) = f(~x; �)g;evaluate f(~x);while (T (P (t)) = 0) do f T denotes a termination criterion g(~~x; ~�) :=mut((~x; �));evaluate f(~~x); f determine objective function value gif (f(~~x) � f(~x)) f select gthen P (t+1) := f(~~x; ~�)g;else P (t+1) := P (t);t := t+ 1;odand (fx � g�)(~x;�) = (fx(~x); g�(�)) :4 An alternative consists in updating � each n-th generation, using the constant c ratherthan npc as the update factor [Sch95].5 Assuming that di�erent initial step sizes s(0)i were de�ned, this has to be changed tozi �Ni(0; (~� � s(0)I )2).GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 5Notice that the relative frequency p of successful mutations can easily be calculatedby increasing a counter variable whenever selection chooses the o�spring individualrather than the parent (i.e., a successful mutation has occurred). Schwefel formulatesthe corresponding algorithmic rule as follows (see [Sch95], p. 112):After every n mutations, check how many successes haveoccurred over the preceding 10 � n mutations. If this number isless than 2 � n, multiply the step length by the factor c = 0:85;divide it by 0:85 if more than 2 � n successes occurred.The constant c was corrected by Schwefel in order to reect the fact that the spheremodel, for which the results were derived, is likely to require the fastest step sizeadaptation.The (1+1)-ES is a kind of stochastic gradient technique, and the similarities tosimulated annealing have been clari�ed by Rudolph [Rud93]. Though the algorithmis often useful, it is basically a local search strategy, and the 1/5 success rule maycause premature stagnation of the search due to the deterministic decrease of the stepsize whenever the topological situation does not lead to a su�ciently large successrate. One attempt to circumvent this problem, the (�+1)-strategy, introduced thepopulation concept on the parent level and therefore facilitated the development ofthe (�+; �)-strategies.6.3 THE (�+ 1)-EVOLUTION STRATEGYBesides the (1+1)-ES, Rechenberg also proposed the �rst multimembered evolutionstrategy, a (�+1)-ES (see [Rec73], chapter 9) with � > 1. The strategy was onlyoutlined by Rechenberg, and he did not clarify how the modi�cation of � might workin this algorithm: Self-adaptation as used in the (�,�)-strategy de�nitely does notwork in a (�+1)-strategy, and it is also not clear how the 1/5-success rule might beapplied in the (�+1)-case, because the theoretical derivation only holds for the singleparent strategy. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to describe the algorithm here becauseit allows to introduce recombination in a straightforward way.The recombination operator rec : I� ! I is applied before mutation to create asingle individual from the parent population. The recombined individual undergoesmutation, and the resulting o�spring individual substitutes the worst individual ofthe parent population if it performs at least as well as the worst parent (eliminationof the worst). In other words, the � best individuals out of � parents and one o�springare deterministically selected as the next parent population. This kind of selectionstrategy which substitutes (at most) one individual per iteration of the evolutionaryloop (elimination of the worst instead of survival of the �ttest) is termed steady-stateselection in genetic algorithm research [Whi89].In contrast to genetic algorithms, the recombination operator rec : I� ! I createsjust one individual per application. It works by �rst choosing % (1 � % � �) parentvectors from P (t) 2 I� with uniform probability, and then mixing characters from the% parents to create one o�spring vector:rec = re � co ; (6.10)GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



6 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFELwhere co : I� ! I% chooses % parent vectors and re : I% ! I creates one o�springvector. The cases % = 2 of bisexual recombination as well as % = � of globalrecombination are commonly applied, but other settings of % are equally possible6.Depending on the recombination type !, a variety of ways exist to recombine theparental vectors in order to create an o�spring. The recombination type may di�erfor the various parts of a complete individual ~a = (~x; ~�; ~�) of the (�+; �)-ES (seesection 6.4 for the meaning of the components ~� and ~�), such that we de�ne therecombination types by referring to arbitrary vectors ~b and ~b0, where ~b0 denotes thepart of an o�spring vector to be generated and bk;i denotes the i-th component of apreselected individual number k 2 f1; : : : ; %g out of the set of individuals chosen byco. The original (�+1)-ES applies recombination to the object variable vector ~x only.The most commonly used recombination types are:� ! = 0: No recombination (holds always when � = 1 or � = 1). In thiscase, only a random choice co : I� ! I of a single individual is performed,and re = id : I ! I is just the identity mapping.� ! = 1: Global intermediary recombination, where the i-th vectorcomponent is averaged over all parents to obtain the correspondingo�spring component value: b0i = 1% %Xk=1 bk;i (6.11)� ! = 2: Local intermediary recombination, which works by selecting twoout of the % parents for each vector component and calculating a weightedsum of the corresponding components of the two parents:b0i = uibk1;i + (1� ui)bk2;i ; (6.12)where ui � U([0; 1]) or ui = 1=2, and k1; k2 � U(f1; : : : ; %g) for eacho�spring.� ! = 3: Discrete recombination, where each vector component is copiedfrom the corresponding component of an individual randomly chosenfrom the % parents: b0i = bki;i (6.13)where ki �U(f1; : : : ; %g) at random for each i.Of course, other recombination operators such as multiple point crossover ascommonly used in genetic algorithms are also possible and could be added to theset of available operators.Following equation (6.4), the main loop of the (�+1)-ES is formulated as follows:opt(�+1)�ES(P (t)) = sel�+1� (fmut(rec(P (t)))g t P (t)) : (6.14)The selection operator simply yields the set of the � best individuals of its argument,i.e., selk�(P ) = ~P , where j ~P j = �, jP j = k � �, and8~~a 2 ~P : 6 9~a 2 P � ~P : f(~x) � f(~~x) : (6.15)6 Recently, this concept has also been tested successfully in the context of geneticalgorithm research [ERR95].GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 7Algorithm 2 presents a pseudocode description of the (�+1)-ES as de�ned hereformally.Algorithm 2 ((�+ 1)-ES)t := 0;initialize P (0) = f~x1; : : : ; ~x�g 2 I�;evaluate f(~x1); : : : ; f(~x�);while (T (P (t)) = 0) do~~x :=mut(rec(P (t)));evaluate f(~~x);P (t+1) := sel�+1� (f~~xg t P (t));t := t+ 1;odThe implementation of recombination is usually based on switching according tothe recombination type !. The parental individuals are chosen by means of a uniformrandom number generator.As indicated before, the (�+1)-strategy does not o�er an appropriate method tocontrol the standard deviation �, such that we did not further specify the structureof individuals and the working mechanism of the mutation operator. Even if the1/5 success rule could be adapted to work, the strategy would still su�er from thedisadvantages of this rule. The modern (�,�)-strategy, which is discussed in the nextsection, solves this problem by self-adapting the standard deviation(s) on-line duringthe search.6.4 THE (�; �)- AND (� + �)-EVOLUTION STRATEGYThe severe disadvantages of the 1/5 success rule for controlling the \step size" � ofthe simple evolution strategy caused Schwefel to look for a more robust and generalmethod to adjust the mutation parameters of the algorithm. Again, a solution to thisproblem was found by taking a closer look at the natural model, where the genotypeitself incorporates mechanisms to control its own mutability (by means of genotypesegments that encode repair enzymes, or by so-called mutator genes). Transferringthis to the evolution strategy means that the standard deviation for mutation becomespart of the individual and evolves by means of mutation and recombination just as theobject variables do | a process called self-adaptation of strategy parameters7 [Sch77].More precisely, individuals in a (�,�)-strategy are equipped with a set of strategyparameters which represent an n-dimensional normal distribution for mutating theindividual: I = IRn � IRn�+ � [��; �]n� ; (6.16)i.e., S = IRn� � [��; �]n�.An individual ~a = (~x; ~�; ~�) 2 I consists of the components7 Sometimes, the terms auto-adaptation or second-level learning are also used to denotethis principle of evolving strategy parameters.GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



8 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFEL� ~x 2 IRn: The vector of object variables. Notice that this is the only partof ~a entering the objective function.� ~� 2 IRn�+ : A vector of standard deviations (1 � n� � n) of the normaldistribution.� ~� 2 [��; �]n�: A vector of inclination angles (n� = (n�n�=2) � (n��1)),de�ning linearly correlated mutations of the object variables ~x.The strategy parameters ~� and ~� determine the variances and covariances of then-dimensional normal distribution, which is used for exploring the search space (seepart II for a discussion of the n-dimensional normal distribution and its properties).The amount of strategy parameters attached to an individual can be varied by theuser of an evolution strategy, depending on her feelings about the degree of freedomrequired by the objective function topology. As a rule of thumb, the global searchreliability and robustness of the algorithm increases at the cost of computing timewhen the number of strategy parameters is increased. The settings most commonlyused are:� n� = 1, n� = 0: Standard mutations with one single standard deviationcontrolling mutation of all components of ~x.� n� = n, n� = 0: Standard mutations with individual step sizes �1; : : : ; �ncontrollingmutation of the corresponding object variables xi individually.� n� = n, n� = n � (n � 1)=2: Correlated mutations with a completecovariance matrix for each individual. Note that in this case thecorrespondence �xi / �i is no longer valid.� n� = 2, n� = n � 1: In one arbitrary direction of the search space thesearch is performed with variance �21 whereas �22 is the variance in allother directions perpendicular to the �rst one.The basic idea of correlated mutations is illustrated for the case n = 2, n� = 2,n� = 1 in �gure 6.1, where the lines of equal mutation probability density of thetwo-dimensional normal distribution are plotted. Notice that the standard deviations�1 and �2 determine the relation of the lengths of the main axes of the hyperellipsoid,and �12 represents the rotation angle of the hyperellipsoid. In the general case ofcorrelated mutations, the mutation hyperellipsoid may align itself arbitrarily in then-dimensional search space.According to the generalized structure of individuals, the mutation operator mut :I ! I is de�ned as follows8:mut = mux � (mu� �mu�) : (6.17)The operator is applied after recombination to an individual~̂a = (x̂1; : : : ; x̂n; �̂1; : : : ; �̂n� ; �̂1; : : : ; �̂n�)and proceeds by �rst mutating the strategy parameters ~̂� and ~̂� and then modifying~x according to the new set of strategy parameters obtained from mutating ~̂� and ~̂�:8 Again, as a notational convention, we de�ne(mu� �mu�)(~x; ~�; ~�) = (~x;mu�(~�);mu�(~�)) :GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 9
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the mutation ellipsoid for the case n = 2 (number of objectvariables), n� = 2 (number of variances), n� = 1 (number of covariances).� mu� : IRn�+ ! IRn�+ mutates the recombined ~̂�:mu�(~̂�) := (�̂1 exp(z1 + z0); : : : ; �̂n� exp(zn� + z0)) =: ~~� (6.18)where z0 � N(0; �20 ), zi � N(0; �2) 8i 2 f1; : : : ; n�g.To prevent the standard deviations from becoming practically zero, aminimal value of "� is algorithmically enforced for all �i.� mu� : IRn� ! IRn� mutates the recombined ~̂�:mu�(~̂�) := (�̂1 + z1; : : : ; �̂n� + zn�) =: ~~� (6.19)where zi � N(0; �2) 8i 2 f1; : : : ; n�g. Empirically, � � 0:0873 (� 5�)has shown to yield good results.Rotation angles are kept feasible (i.e., in the interval [��; �]) by circularlymapping them into the feasible range whenever it is left by mutation.� mux : IRn ! IRn mutates the recombined object variable vector ~x, usingthe already mutated ~~� and ~~�:mux(~x) := (x̂1 + cor1(~~�; ~~�); : : : ; x̂n + corn(~~�; ~~�)) =: ~~x (6.20)where ~cor := (cor1(~~�; ~~�); : : : ; corn(~~�; ~~�)) is a random vector withnormally distributed, eventually correlated components. The vector ~corcan be calculated according to ~cor = T~z where ~z = (z1; : : : ; zn) withGC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



10 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFELzi � N(0; ~�2i ) 8i 2 f1; : : : ; n�g andT = n��1Yp=1 n�Yq=p+1Tpq(~�j) (6.21)with j = 12(2n� � p)(p + 1) � 2n� + q [Rud92a]. The rotation matricesTpq(~�j) are unit matrices except that tpp = tqq = cos(�j) and tpq =�tqp = � sin(�j), i.e., the trigonometric terms are located in columns pand q, each. The multiplication from right to left provides an e�cientway of calculating (6.21).The use of a logarithmic normal distribution for the variation of standard deviations�i is motivated by the arguments that a multiplicative process guarantees standarddeviations to remain positive, that the median equals one (i.e., the process is neutralwhen selection is disabled), and that smaller modi�cations are more likely than largerones (see [Sch77], p. 168).For recombination, all possibilities as described in section 6.3 for ! 2 f0; 1; 2; 3gcan be used in principle. The recombination operator modi�es not only the objectvariables, but also the strategy parameters, and the operator might be di�erent for thecomponents ~x, ~�, and ~� of an individual. Consequently, the complete recombinationoperator is speci�ed by vectors ~! = (!x; !�; !�) 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g3 and ~% = (%x; %�; %�) 2f1; : : : ; �g3, where !x, !�, and !� specify the recombination operator for objectvariables, standard deviations, and rotation angles, and %x, %� , and %� are thenumber of potential parents involved in the recombination of object variables, standarddeviations, and rotation angles. Consequently, recombination splits into three separateoperator combinations for ~x, ~�, and ~�, following equation (6.10):rec = (rex � cox)� (re� � co�) � (re� � co�) ; (6.22)where co� : I� ! I%� and re� : I%� ! I (� 2 fx; �; �g).Notice that, according to the separate application of potentially di�erentrecombination operators on the components of individuals, an object variable xi and astandard deviation �i are usually not transferred to the o�spring together, as a unit ofinformation. Sometimes, the choice of a useful recombination operator for a particularoptimization problem is relatively di�cult and requires to perform some experiments,but in many cases the setting9 ~! = (3; 2; 0) with ~% = (�; �; 1) provides an appropriateparameterization.Combining the operators mutation, recombination, and selection as de�ned here,the main loop of a (�,�)-ES is formulated according to equation (6.4) as follows:opt(�;�)�ES(P (t)) = sel��(t�i=1fmut(rec(P (t)))g) : (6.23)According to de�nition (6.15), selection simply returns the set consisting of the �best individuals of its argument set of size �.9 I.e., discrete recombination on two randomly selected parents on ~x and localintermediary recombination using the whole parent population as a gene pool forthe variances and no recombination for the inclination angles. Typically, the settingui = 1=2 is used for local intermediary recombination.GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 11In case of a (�+�)-ES, the main loop changes only slightly by taking into accountthe parent population, too, i.e., the argument set of sel has size �+ �:opt(�+�)�ES(P (t)) = sel�+�� (t�i=1fmut(rec(P (t)))g t P (t)) : (6.24)Though it o�ers some theoretical advantage (see part II), this minormodi�cation hasthe serious disadvantage that the self-adaptation of strategy parameters is hinderedin working e�ectively, because misadapted strategy parameters may survive for arelatively large number of generations. Furthermore, the (�+�)-selection mechanismfails in case of dynamically changing environments, and it tends to emphasize on localrather than global search properties. For these reasons, modern evolution strategies use(�,�)-selection, normally. Algorithm 3 presents the (�,�)-ES in pseudocode notation:Algorithm 3 ((�; �)-ES)t := 0;initialize P (0) = f~a1; : : : ;~a�g 2 I�;evaluate f(~x1); : : : ; f(~x�);while (T (P (t)) = 0) do~P := ;;for i := 1 to � do(~~x; ~~�; ~~�) :=mut(rec(P (t)));evaluate f(~~x);~P := ~P t f(~~x; ~~�; ~~�)g;odP (t+1) := sel��( ~P );t := t+ 1;odThe self-adaptation process of strategy parameters is based on the existence of anindirect link between strategy parameters (the internal model of the individual) andthe �tness of an individual as well as a su�ciently large diversity of internal modelsin the parent population: � has to be chosen clearly larger than one, e.g. � = 15[Sch92], and a ratio of �=� � 7 is recommended as a good setting for the relationbetween parent and o�spring population size10. So far, no theoretical results aboutthe self-adaptation of strategy parameters have been obtained, but empirically threemain conditions for a successful self-adaptation were identi�ed [Sch92]:� (�,�)-selection,� a not too strong selective pressure (i.e., � has to be clearly larger thanone),� recombination on strategy parameters.To conclude this description of the (�,�)-ES, we have to mention the topics ofinitialization, constraint handling and termination criteria. So far, the basic method tohandle constraints consists in repeating the processes of recombination and mutationas often as necessary to create � feasible o�spring individuals, i.e., with gj(~~x) �10 Typically, a (15,100)-ES is used.GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



12 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFEL0 8j 2 f1; : : : ; qg. It is often necessary, however, to use a more intelligent method suchas penalty terms, for instance, and constraint handling is a general topic of strongimportance for all instances of evolutionary algorithms.The simplest termination criterion T : I� ! f0; 1g stops evolution after a previouslyspeci�ed number of generations has passed, independently of the population diversityor the number of generations required for the last improvement that occurred.Alternative methods as proposed by Schwefel terminate the search if the objectivefunction value improvement over a number of generations or the �tness di�erencebetween worst and best individuals falls below a certain threshold (see [Sch95], pp. 113-114).Concerning initialization of the start population P (0), two possibilities are usefulfor comparing evolution strategies to classical optimization methods as well as geneticalgorithms. First, with given lower and upper bounds xi; xi 2 IR, i.e., xi � xi � xi 8i 2f1; : : : ; ng, all individuals of P (0) are arbitrarily (most often uniformly) distributedwithin the bounded region. Second, one might also know a given start position ~x,which is then assigned to one individual, and the remaining � � 1 individuals aregenerated by mutation of this individual with some enlarged step size c � �(0), c > 1.The description presented in this section is certainly su�cient for the reader toimplement a (�,�)-evolution strategy. More details on the realization of speci�coperators, however, can be found in [Sch95].6.5 FURTHER VARIANTS OF THE EVOLUTION STRATEGYThe concept of self-adaptation of strategy parameters by means of extending theevolutionary operators mutation and recombination to the step sizes ~� (and, lateron, the covariances represented by rotation angles ~�) was introduced by Schwefel,who demonstrated the robustness and learning capabilities of the mechanism [Sch87,Sch92]. For the restricted case n� = 1, Rechenberg presented a simple alternativemethod called mutative step-size control, which proceeds by multiplying � by a factorc0 or 1=c0 with equal probability ([Rec94], pp. 45-50). For an individual ~a = (~x; �), themutation operator mu� works as follows:~� :=mu�(�) = � � � c0 ; if u < 1=2�=c0 ; otherwise (6.25)where u � U([0; 1]). For the constant c0, Rechenberg suggests a value of 1.3.Mutation of the object variables is performed as in equation (6.7). Rechenberg con�rmsSchwefel's observation that a (�+�)-selection hampers the self-adaptation of strategyparameters, which is also true for the mutative step-size control. Although easy toimplement, the mutative step-size control is insu�cient for complicated optimizationproblems, because the internal models of individuals are too restricted by n� = 1 toexplore arbitrary n-dimensional search spaces in an e�ective way.Adapting a relatively large number of strategy parameters, however, requires towork with su�ciently large populations, which is hard to realize if the evaluation ofobjective function values is a computationally expensive task. Concerning correlatedmutations, Rudolph already pointed out that it is worthwhile to make use of thehistory of the evolution process, e.g. by storing the phylogenetic tree of individuals upGC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 13to a depth of n [Rud92a]. An accumulation of step-size information over the sequenceof generations is also used by Ostermeier et al. to introduce a derandomized mutativestep-size control of individual step sizes �1; : : : ; �n in a (1,�)-ES [OGH94]. Theseare interesting developments towards improving and generalizing the self-adaptationprocess, but more experience as well as comparisons of the di�erent implementationsand theoretical investigations are necessary to assess their pros and cons. And,moreover, the question of a proper test suite arises and whether one emphasizesrobustness or e�ciency.Besides modeling evolution on the level of a single population, it is also possible tomodel the evolution of a species by introducing a higher-level competition betweenpopulations. Herdy uses the notation [�0=%0; �0(�=%; �) ] to describe an evolutionscheme where �0 parent populations generate �0 o�spring populations (involving %0parent populations for creating one o�spring population), and each population followsa (�,�)-evolution strategy11 [Her92]. A recombination-mutation-selection step on thelevel of populations happens after each  generations that have passed by on the levelof individuals. Rechenberg points out that complete populations might be evaluatedaccording to their average objective function value, but other measures of quality arealso possible (see [Rec94], pp. 88-100). Both authors also indicate that even higherlevels of hierarchical evolution strategies are possible.The major advantage of evolving several populations in parallel and exchanginginformation between these populations only occasionally is clearly given by thehigher convergence reliability in case of highly multimodal optimization problems:Such parallel algorithms with k (�,�)-evolution strategies usually succeed in �ndingbetter solutions than a single (k � �; k � �)-strategy, because the subpopulationsexplore di�erent regions of the search space and maintain genetic diversity bycommunicating information not too often to other subpopulations. In general, fouradditional parameters control a collection of parallel interacting subpopulations (alsocalled demes): Exchange frequency, number of individuals to exchange, selectionstrategy for the emigrants, and replacement strategy to incorporate the immigrants.Due to the exchange of individuals, this is also often called a migration model. Such amigration-based evolution strategy (or evolutionary algorithm in general) is suitablefor implementation on a coarse-grained parallel computer with a low communicationbandwidth relative to the computational performance of each processor. An evolutionstrategy with asynchronously communicating parallel populations was presented byRudolph for an application to a 100-city TSP [Rud91].Besides parallel populations, the inherent parallelism of evolutionary algorithms canalso be exploited on the level of individuals. The corresponding �ne-grained parallelalgorithm uses a neighbourhood structure (often a toroidal grid), where individualsinteract only with other individuals in their neighborhood, i.e., recombination andselection are restricted to the neighborhood. In this model, favourable geneticinformation might spread over the population due to overlapping neighborhoods, andfor this reason the model is sometimes called di�usion model. The correspondingimplementation for an evolution strategy was also performed by Rudolph on aConnection Machine 2 [Rud92b].Fine-grained parallel computers typically allow for a large number of processes of11 Additionally, � and � may di�er for each of the �0 subpopulations.GC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



14 THOMAS B�ACK AND HANS-PAUL SCHWEFELlow complexity, each, and have to provide a high communication bandwidth. Suchmachines are not suitable for implementing the migration model, where each processconsists of a complete evolutionary algorithm. On the contrary, coarse-grained parallelmachines with a small number of powerful processors allow to emulate a �ne-grainedneighborhood structure and to combine the migrationand di�usionmodel in an elegantway, as shown by Sprave [Spr90, Spr93].Finally, it is important to mention that the most time-consuming component ofan evolution strategy may consist in the evaluation of objective function values or ofthe constraints | which is often the case for practical applications, especially whenevaluating f and gj requires to run a complete simulation model [BHS93]. Undersuch circumstances, it is an elegant solution to evaluate each function value on asingle workstation in a local area network, because the communication requirementsare small (only ~x and f(~x) have to be exchanged) and the requirement concerningcomputing power (and potentially other hardware resources such as main memoryor disk storage) is high. Presently, the PVM software provides an elegant, hardware-independent method to create a virtual parallel computer by using a (heterogeneous)network of machines [GBD+94]. For a more detailed overview of the parallelizationpossibilities of evolutionary algorithms, the reader is referred to the work of Ho�meister[Hof91].Modi�cations of the original (�,�)-ES have also been developed for applying thealgorithm to multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problems (Kursawe presenteda variant which is capable of generating arbitrarily many members of the Pareto-set byvarying the selection criterion and using diploid individuals [Kur91]) and mixed-integeroptimization (B�ack and Sch�utz discuss the extension of self-adaptation to discretevariables and the application of the algorithm to the problem of optical multilayerdesign [BS95]). The reader is referred to the literature for a more detailed presentationof these variants.6.6 OUTLOOKOver a period of thirty years, evolution strategies have evolved and are now ina state where a variety of di�erent variants are known and research continuesinto several directions, including applications, extensions of algorithms, theory, andcross-fertilization with other evolutionary algorithms. The theory of (�,�)-evolutionstrategies has reached a relatively mature state | although a lot of particular questionsare still open (see the contribution \Evolution Strategies II: Theoretical Aspects" inthis volume).Concerning the algorithm itself, a contemporary evolution strategy called(�; �; �; %)-ES was recently proposed by Schwefel and Rudolph [SR95]. The algorithmextends the (�,�)-ES by some new features, including:� The life span of individuals is limited to � � 1 generations (better:reproduction cycles), which allows a free variation of the selection schemebetween the extreme cases � = 1 ((�,�)-selection) and � = 1 ((�+�)-selection). This is implemented by extending the individuals by a lifespan counter �, which is initialized by � = � at t = 0 and whenever anGC-main 26/7/1995 12:29|PAGE PROOFS for John Wiley & Sons Ltd (jwbook.sty v3.0, 12-1-1995)



EVOLUTION STRATEGIES I: IMPLEMENTATION 15o�spring individual is born by recombination and mutation. The selectionoperator chooses an individual to survive only, if its remaining life span �is larger than zero | otherwise, an individual which is worse with respectto �tness will survive. The selection condition (6.15) therefore changes to8~~a 2 ~P : �~~a > 0 ^ (6 9~a 2 P � ~P : �~a > 0 ^ f(~x) � f(~~x)) : (6.26)At the end of the selection process, the remaining life durations aredecremented by one for each of the � surviving individuals.� Tournament selection is incorporated as an alternative to (�,�)-selection.This method is well suited for parallelization and works by selecting �times the best individual from a subset Bk of size jBkj = � (tournamentsize, 2 � � � �+�), k 2 f1; : : : ; �g, whose elements are chosen uniformlyat random from P = t�i=1fmut(rec(P (t)))g tP (t) (note that duplicatesare explicitly allowed to occur in the Bk). The union of the best membersof these � subsets forms the new parent population.� The application of recombination and mutation is controlled byadditional probabilities pm; pr 2 [0; 1], such that the operators are appliedwith probability pm and pr , respectively.� Further recombination types such as crossover from genetic algorithmsare incorporated.The (�; �; �; %)-ES reects the attempt to incorporate useful features from geneticalgorithms and to bene�t from modeling the natural concept of limited life spansof individuals in a more exible way than in a (�,�)-ES with their one-generationrestriction of life spans. The algorithm provides a generalization of the state-of-the-art evolution strategy, and certainly many experiments are necessary to investigatethe e�ects of the additional features, especially concerning their impact on the self-adaptation of strategy parameters.
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